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Ion runaway in the presence of a large-scale, reconnection-driven electric field has been conclu-

sively measured in the Madison Symmetric Torus reversed-field pinch (RFP). Measurements of the

acceleration of a beam of fast ions agree well with test particle and Fokker-Planck modeling of the

runaway process. However, the runaway mechanism does not explain all measured ion heating in

the RFP, particularly previous measurements of strong perpendicular heating. It is likely that multi-

ple energization mechanisms occur simultaneously and with differing significance for magnetically

coupled thermal ions and magnetically decoupled tail and beam ions. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4907662]

Unlike many other physical systems, plasmas exhibit an

interesting phenomenon in which the collision frequency of a

test particle decreases as the particle’s speed increases. As a

result, an external force (such as an applied electric field) that

overcomes a particle’s frictional drag can increasingly acceler-

ate the particle to very high energies. The conditions for elec-

tron runaway were calculated by Dreicer in 1958,1 and

electron runaway has frequently been observed in laboratory

experiments.2 A theory for ion runaway in fusion-relevant

plasmas was developed later,3 and while ion runaway is

believed to be an important process in solar flares4 and light-

ning discharges,5 runaway ions have only recently been

observed in laboratory plasmas.6,7 In one example, a strong

electric field induced by equilibrium changes during reconnec-

tion events in the Mega Ampere Spherical Tokamak (MAST)

causes measurable parallel ion heating, and good agreement

between a Monte Carlo orbit calculation and neutral particle

analyzer (NPA) measurements of the energetic ion tail identify

ion runaway as the dominant acceleration mechanism.6

However, the clear runaway of test ions has not been directly

measured in laboratory or astrophysical plasmas.

The anomalous heating and acceleration of ions has been

the focus of many studies on various reversed-field pinch

(RFP) devices8–17 and is also of great interest in astrophysical

plasmas.18–21 In the Madison Symmetric Torus (MST),22

energy stored in the equilibrium magnetic field can transiently

drop at rates exceeding 200 MW during reconnection events,

and roughly 10%–25% of that energy is converted into ion

energy.14 Several features of the heating process and resulting

ion distribution have been identified, including the dependence

of heating efficiency on ion mass,14 the generation of a non-

Maxwellian energetic ion tail,15 T?>Tk anisotropy of the Cþ6

impurity distribution,15 and a Z/l dependence in heating rate

for impurities.16 However, no single energization mechanism

has been able to explain all of the observed phenomena.

Ion runaway in the reversed-field pinch is associated with

periodic, impulsive reconnection events that cause self-

organization of the magnetic equilibrium and the spontaneous

generation of a large, axisymmetric inductive electric field.

These events are also accompanied by strong magnetic fluctua-

tions from unstable, current-driven tearing modes which cause

enhanced energy and particle transport.23–26 Fast ions, how-

ever, are relatively insensitive to the tearing-mode-driven fluc-

tuations and have near-classical confinement.27,28 Despite their

comparatively good confinement, fast ions may still experi-

ence pitch-angle scattering from the magnetic fluctuations,29 a

process important in cosmic ray shock acceleration.30 Such

scattering could inhibit the runaway process.

In this letter, we experimentally test the ion runaway

mechanism on the MST reversed-field pinch. A time series of

equilibrium reconstructions31,32 throughout the reconnection

event are used to measure the large-scale, axisymmetric com-

ponent of the electric field profile. The equilibrium reconstruc-

tions employ a three-parameter fit to the current profile and

are constrained by a number of MST’s diagnostics. These

reconstructions include Faraday rotation measurements using

a far-infrared laser polarimeter, which alone provides an accu-

rate measurement of the local electric field in the core region

where the fast ions are located.33 The parallel component of

the computed field is core-peaked and reaches amplitudes of

40–100 V/m (depending on plasma conditions) for roughly

200 ls (Fig. 1(a)). While the previously mentioned experi-

ments have largely focused on thermal ion heating, a recently

installed tangential neutral beam injector allows the reconnec-

tion process to be probed with a well-known population of

energetic test ions.34,35 The beam can inject a neutral flux

equivalent to 40 A of ion current at energies ranging from 10

to 25 keV (much greater than the typical ion temperature of

500–1000 eV). The beam is capable of injecting either hydro-

gen or deuterium; all experiments presented in this work use

hydrogen as the primary injected species. The fast ion popula-

tion is studied using a compact E kB neutral particle ana-

lyzer.36,37 The NPA views the plasma tangentially, and

modeling suggests the measured signal is predominately influ-

enced by high-pitch (vk=jvj � 1), core-localized beam ions de-

spite the lack of an active neutral particle source.38,39

NPA data throughout a reconnection event are shown in

Fig. 2. Many similar events are averaged together to reducea)eilerman@wisc.edu
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statistical noise. Prior to the event at t¼ 0, a beam distribu-

tion is observed at the injection energy of 19 kV. This distri-

bution is representative of the fast ion behavior in the

absence of reconnection events. At the event, the beam ions

clearly accelerate to higher energies. Neutral beam injection

is turned off at the time of the reconnection event so that the

accelerated distribution can be studied without additional

sourcing of ions at the injection energy. The amount of

energy gained by the test ions at the event is quantified by

taking the average of the distribution function

hUi ¼
Ð

f ðUÞ dU, where f(U) is calculated from the cali-

brated NPA data.37,39 Note that the acceleration of the ener-

getic ions occurs continuously during the �0.2 ms duration

of the transient electric field pulse shown in Fig. 1(a), during

which the ions complete approximately 40 toroidal transits.

The average energy remains relatively constant after the

event due to the good confinement of energetic ions

(sfi� 20 ms), discussed later in this paper.

To determine whether the observed acceleration is

caused by ion runaway, a test particle model using the Furth-

Rutherford formalism is employed.3 The effect of the induc-

tive electric field on a test particle is calculated by solving

the differential equation

dvk
dt
¼ q

m

ð
E�k r; tð Þ � F r; tð Þ
� �

dt; (1)

where E�k is the parallel component of the effective electric

field3,6 and F ¼ mvkð�b=e
s þ �b=i

s Þ is the classical friction that

beam test ions experience from background electron and ion

collisions. For typical MST parameters, E�k ’ 0:85Ek, which

is greater than the friction for fast, beam-injected ions and is

on the order of the friction felt by thermal ions (Fig. 1(b)).

The test particle is assumed to spatially average over the

magnitude of the parallel electric field within one gyroradius

(’4 cm) of the core.

The predictions of this simple model agree well with the

NPA measurements (Fig. 3). A number of experiments con-

firm that the parallel inductive electric field is the dominant

mechanism accelerating these ions. The beam injection

energy was varied, and the amount of energy gain scales

with the initial ion energy as predicted by the runaway

model. A number of plasma parameters (current, density,

q(a)) were altered, and in each case the changes in the elec-

tric field calculated from equilibrium reconstructions agreed

with the measured change in ion energy gain (in Fig. 3, data

from two different densities are shown). Individual events

within a single dataset also show a strong correlation

between the strength of the reconnection event (approxi-

mated by measurements of the loop voltage) and the NPA-

measured change in the energetic ion distribution.

Reversing the plasma current flips the direction of the

induced electric field while the velocity of the fast beam ions

remains the same. In these “counter-injection” cases, the

ions are observed to decelerate rather than accelerate, in

agreement with the electric field magnitude and direction.

This directional dependence is the most conclusive evidence

that the large-scale, axisymmetric parallel electric field is re-

sponsible for the observed acceleration. Further experiments

were performed with the NPA on a radial viewport so that

the measurement samples only the perpendicular component

FIG. 1. (a) The parallel electric field

induced by the change in equilibrium

magnetic fields typically peaks

between 40–100 V/m in the core. (b)

The frictional force on a test ion

(black) has two local maxima corre-

sponding to electron and ion drag,

respectively. The effective parallel

electric field (red) is capable of driving

runaway for beam-injected ions during

the �200 ls duration of the reconnec-

tion event.

FIG. 2. (a) The plasma current is relatively constant throughout the recon-

nection event, and the NBI is switched off at the event so that the accelerated

ion distribution can be studied. (b) Magnetic fluctuations associated with

tearing modes are used as a time marker for averaging many similar recon-

nection events and reducing statistical noise. (c) An NPA spectrogram illus-

trates the acceleration of the beam population at the reconnection event.

Towards the bottom of the panel, the acceleration of the beam’s half-energy

component is seen at t¼ 0. (d) The average energy of the underlying fast ion

distribution is calculated from the NPA data.
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of ion velocity space. In these experiments, no perpendicular

acceleration is measurable within diagnostic uncertainty.

Whereas electron runaway was observed during recon-

nection events in MAST,6 previous x-ray spectrum measure-

ments and Fokker-Planck modeling have shown that few

energetic electrons appear for the MST plasma conditions

discussed here.26 The lack of runaway electrons is a result of

the large stochastic magnetic transport associated with multi-

ple tearing modes spread across the plasma’s minor radius.

The strong sensitivity of electrons to stochastic transport is

best revealed in different plasma conditions in which the

tearing mode amplitudes and stochastic transport are reduced

using current profile control. The modeling of electrons in

this improved-confinement case26 is consistent with the for-

mation of an energetic electron tail.

The agreement between the observed fast ion accelera-

tion and the ion runaway model is therefore very significant.

This implies that the particle acceleration is provided by the

axisymmetric component of the electric field, and that the fast

ion interaction with magnetic fluctuations is weak. It has been

shown previously that, in the RFP, fast ions are relatively

insensitive to tearing-mode-driven magnetic fluctuations and

have near-classical confinement, much larger than the thermal

particle confinement time (sfi� 25 sp).28 The displacement of

the fast ion guiding center from magnetic field lines27 allows

these particles to decouple from the tearing-mode-driven fluc-

tuations and their resulting electromotive forces. Core local-

ized, co-injected ions have an effective safety factor qf i ¼ rv/

Rvh

greater than the magnetic safety factor qm; with the RFP’s

monotonically decreasing safety factor profile, the resonant

motion of the ion guiding center can have a toroidal mode

number larger than any tearing instabilities within the plasma

(Fig. 4). The deviation Dq¼ qfi – qm approaches zero as ion

energy is decreased to thermal levels and particle motion

becomes dominated by the tearing mode fluctuations.

For counter-injected fast ions, qfi< qm, allowing the ions

to interact with the resonant tearing modes at larger radii.

This interaction is evident in the dramatic difference between

the near-classical confinement of co-injected ions and the

relatively poor confinement of counter-injected ions

(scounter
f i � 2:5 sp).28 In this study, less energy change is

observed for counter-injected ions than co-injected ions at a

given initial energy: considering a reflection of the solid lines

in Fig. 3, the model clearly over-predicts the measured

energy change in the counter-injection experiments, suggest-

ing that tearing mode fluctuations impact the counter-

injected ions and their behavior cannot be determined from

only the axisymmetric component of the electric field.

Because of the insensitivity of the co-injected fast ions

to magnetic fluctuations, a time-dependent analysis of the

ion distribution function can be performed with the CQL3D

Fokker-Planck solver40 using the axisymmetric component

of electric field as the driving term. Initial distributions of

the bulk ions, electrons, and impurities were input according

to measurements and equilibrium reconstructions. The initial

fast ion distribution is estimated by assuming classical slow-

ing of the injected beam deposition profile calculated from

TRANSP/NUBEAM modeling.35,41 All distributions were

evolved through a time-varying electric field matching the

reconstructed experimental field. Strong quantitative agree-

ment is observed between the NPA experimental measure-

ment and the acceleration of modeled fast ions detected by a

synthetic NPA diagnostic (Fig. 5(a)). The CQL3D modeling

of bulk and impurity ions shows predominately parallel

energization and a slow rise in the perpendicular energy;

these features are not consistent with previous measurements

which indicate a quick rise in perpendicular temperature and

T? > Tk anisotropy for the Cþ6 impurities.14,15 Fluctuation-

FIG. 3. Each data point represents an ensemble of NPA measurements from

a given injection energy in one of two plasma conditions and three viewing

geometries. For co-current beam injection (crosses), ion energy gain

increases with initial ion energy. The acceleration is stronger in lower den-

sity plasmas with higher core electric fields (color-coded). Deceleration is

observed in counter-Ip beam injection (diamonds). Data from a radial view-

port (triangles) indicate no perpendicular acceleration. Solid lines represent

the best fit to data using a test particle model with reasonable assumptions

about Zeff and the position of the detected ions. Dotted lines depict Monte

Carlo variation within the uncertainty of the model parameters (including

the modeled spatial and pitch profiles of the NPA measurement).

FIG. 4. The magnetic safety factor qm (black) is plotted along with the effec-

tive safety factor of the fast ions qfi for co-current (red solid) and counter-

current (blue dotted) beam injection at 25 keV and pitch vk=jvj ¼ 0:85. The

location of resonant surfaces for several m¼ 1 tearing modes is plotted over-

top qm, and the analogous resonances in the fast ion trajectories are similarly

labeled. The motion of co-injected fast ions in the core (n� 4) is not reso-

nant with any tearing modes in the plasma; however, the high-n tearing

modes at larger radii will affect the counter-injected fast ions in the core due

to the global nature of their eigenfunctions.
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driven electromotive forces are critical to the dynamics of

thermal particles in the reversed-field pinch,13 and the large

magnetic fluctuations present during a reconnection event

are not incorporated in the CQL3D model, making it inap-

propriate for study of the thermal ion behavior. However, the

fast beam-injected ions are sufficiently decoupled from the

magnetic fluctuations that CQL3D is able to reproduce their

behavior. Ongoing work using the RIO particle tracing

code27,42 (which does include magnetic fluctuations) will

further explore the effect of the parallel electric field on ther-

mal particles; however, it is hard to imagine a scenario where

such a field will reproduce features such as the Cþ6 T?>Tk
anisotropy observed in the experiment. Rather, it is posited

that multiple energization mechanisms must be occurring

simultaneously, affecting thermal and suprathermal particles

differently according to their degree of magnetic coupling

and consequentially their susceptibility to fluctuation-based

electromotive forces.

In conclusion, the runaway of test ions has been experi-

mentally measured in a toroidal plasma. Fast ions sourced

with a neutral beam injector are used to directly probe the

runaway process for the first time, whereas previous results

in toroidal confinement devices have relied on measurements

of bulk ion heating. The fast test ions meet the runaway crite-

ria put forth by Furth and Rutherford and accelerate up to

110%–130% of their initial energy during short-duration,

high-magnitude parallel electric fields induced by magnetic

equilibrium changes during periodic magnetic reconnection

events. These measurements agree with the acceleration

expected from a simple test particle model as well as the

CQL3D Fokker-Planck model. The magnitude of accelera-

tion depends on initial ion energy and plasma conditions,

particles decelerate when the direction of the electric field is

reversed, and no energy change is observed perpendicular to

the background magnetic field. Due to the parallel nature of

the runaway mechanism, it is unlikely that it is solely respon-

sible for the long-studied anomalous heating of thermal ions

during reconnection in the RFP which is thought to be a pre-

dominately perpendicular process. However, the runaway

mechanism may be important for ions in the previously iden-

tified suprathermal tail,15 and future studies of anomalous

ion heating and acceleration in the RFP will need to consider

the role of ion runaway alongside any other proposed

mechanisms.
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